**FIXED BASE MODEL**

**OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS**

Please note: The Fixed Base models are manufactured for a specific size of box. Be sure that the box to be folded corresponds with the fixture size.

**STEP 1**
Place your Easy Fold Fixture on a flat surface, with label facing you. Place a flat corrugated box on top of the tool, aligning the END FLAPS between the tall uprights.

**STEP 2**
Holding END FLAPS, push down until box makes contact with side rail uprights. This action folds the FRONT and BACK TABS, as illustrated. Next, apply steady downward pressure on the box's CENTER PANEL until box is fully seated in the tool.

As shown, the box's TABS, SIDES and END FLAPS will have folded in the proper sequence.

**STEP 3**
Lastly, fold the END FLAPS inward and lock in place. Your box is now folded and ready to be used! The box may be loaded with your product while it still sits in the tool.

With a little practice, the time being used to fold boxes will be drastically reduced. Soon, you can expect to be folding 250 to 500 boxes per hour!

To see videos of the EASY FOLD FIXTURE in action, visit us online at: www.EasyFoldFixtures.com

**EASY FOLD FIXTURES** is a division of Precision Tooling & Die, Inc.
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